JUNE 25 & JULY 2, 2020
BIA DOWNGRADES ESTIMATES. BIA Advisory Services has
changed its 2020 forecast for local radio advertising from $14.3
billion down to $12.8 billion, which includes both over the air
($11.4 billion) and digital ($1.4 billion). Last year, local radio did
$12.8 billion in over‐the‐air revenue and $1.4 billion in digital.
NEW RAB WEBINAR FEATURES JEFF SCHMIDT. The Radio
Advertising Bureau SVP/Professional Development will be
presenting on the topic, “Getting Your Billing Back on Track.” This latest edition in the “Open for
Business” video series, a part of the RAB’s “Business Unusual” program, will take place on July 14 at
10 AM Central, with a repeat on July 16 at 3 PM central, and a subsequent 24/7 availability on
demand. Jeff will offer tools and resources for radio sales people and managers to use as the economy
reopens.
ENTERCOM TO RESTORE PAY CUTS. Entercom President/CEO David Field sent a memo
to the staff of his company informing them that full salaries would be restored starting
with the July 25 paycheck. After acknowledging that the company had suffered a
“dramatic decline in revenues,” Field said, “While our nation and our economy are not
yet out of the woods, I am pleased to announce that we will resume normal salaries
beginning next month.” He said that the move—going against the more commonplace pay freezes
through the end of the year announced by other companies—was “an important expression of how
much we value and appreciate our team, and a statement of confidence in our future growth and the
opportunities that lie ahead.”
NAB CHIEF URGES REINSTATEMENT OF THE TAX CERTIFICATE PROGRAM. In a column
for The Hill, NAB President/CEO Gordon Smith cited the current spate of Black Lives
Matter demonstrations to make the point that Congress can do its part to encourage
minority media ownership by restoring the tax certificate program. Referring to the
killings of several African‐Americans at the hands of police and the ensuing protests,
Smith lauded broadcast journalists for their coverage, and wrote, “This historic moment provides an
opportunity for public policy makers and prominent media executives to address another systemic
challenge: the woefully low percentage of communications outlets that are owned by people of
color.”
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NPR DOMINATES PODCAST RANKINGS. We don’t print a lot of information about
national podcasts, but it’s worth noting that in the latest Triton digital rankings, for the
period of May 11‐June 7, National Public Radio occupied nine of the top 15 positions.
THE PACK PUSHBACK. A couple of issues ago, we reported that Michael Pack, the new
head of the US Agency for Global Media, which oversees the Voice of America, Radio
Free Europe, and several other information outlets, summarily fired all the board
members and executives at all the outlets that he oversees. Now, one of those
executives and three board members have filed suit in the US District Court for the
District of Columbia challenging Mr. Pack’s authority to do what he did.
STREAMING INCHES UP. According to Edison Research and its “Share of Ear” study,
streaming audio’s piece of the radio pie has edged into double digits, reaching 10% in
May. According to Edison Director of Research Laura Ivey, “Our research shows
listening via streaming is higher for spoken‐word radio stations. . .while listening via
streaming is lower for music radio stations.”
APPLE UNVEILS NEW VERSIONS OF OLD PRODUCTS. Innovation or enhancement? That
was the question as Apple debuted new versions of its operating system and
hardware. In iOS 14, you’ll get a redesigned Siri, a more friendly third‐party app
environment, the ability to use your phone as a car key on certain models, and a new
home screen. For the iPad, Apple Pencil scribbles can easily be converted to editable
text; for the watch, the revamped Workouts app (now called Fitness), adds dancing as an exercise,
and the new watchOS 7 tracks sleep as well. On the hardware side, the new AirPod Pro earbuds
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feature spatial audio. The HomePod smart speaker adds support for third‐party music streaming
services—something glaringly lacking in the Amazon devices.

FCC PULLS THE PLUG ON CHINESE PROGRAMMING. The International Bureau has
rejected the application of two companies that sought to feed a Southern California
radio station with Chinese government programming and has ordered such
programming to cease within 24 hours.
IBA UPDATE: ALMOST 2400 STATIONS. Ron Stone, present/CEO of the Adams Radio
Group, and the prime mover behind the Independent Broadcasters Association,
announced that the week before last, 600 radio stations signed on to the fledgling
organization, bringing the total to 2395 stations and 424 owners. Stone said, “It takes
time to build any organization, as we all know. To see this kind of growth every week
screams volumes about how much independents need the help this association can deliver. We are
going to hit our goal for sure, and very few independents will shy away once the organization is
formed and they realize the benefits.” Editor’s $0.02: This publication is firmly behind what Mr. Stone
is doing. Find out more, visit www.radioiba.org.
YOU HAD ME AT “VIRTUAL COCKTAIL RECEPTION.” My old friend Speed Marriott of P1
Learning is joining forces with the Swagger Institute and the National Alliance of State
Broadcasters Associations to hold a virtual sales and management training summit on
Wednesday, July 22 and Thursday, July 23 in—well, wherever you are. The roster
includes what the organizers call “the industry’s best trainers,” including Laurie Kahn,
Mark Levy, Sean Luce, Chris Lytle, Gerry Tabio, Darren Steenbergen, and Speed Marriott himself.
There is also going to be a Virtual Cocktail Reception, which I assume is like a regular cocktail
reception but you have to have somebody in your house spill your drink for you. To register for the
“Rising Above” summit, visit risingaboveSummit.com.
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LOCAL RADIO RECOVERS AS NATION REOPENS. A webinar from Nielsen audio earlier
this week presented evidence that radio’s resurgence is tied to the economy’s recovery.
In June, large and small rated markets combined showed listening levels at about 95%
of those pre‐pandemic.
COMMISSION WANTS TO FINE LPFM FOR COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY. Fifteen thousand
dollars is what the FCC has proposed against KELS‐LP/Greeley, CO for crossing the
line between underwriting announcements and outright commercials—at least 13
advertisers and over 1600 spots during three months in 2018.
“UNFAIR!” The NAB has filed reply comments with the FCC regarding the proposed
increase in regulatory fees for fiscal year 2020, and they are not kind. The NAB filing
Says, “The Commission should not proceed with its proposed regulatory fee increases
when such fee increases could jeopardize the ability of struggling broadcasters to stay
on the air, and when the Commission’s approach violates the law by not properly
explaining the basis for the increase nor tying them to discernible increases in the work performed on
behalf of broadcasters or the benefits received by broadcasters as a result of the Commission’s
efforts.”
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A N N U A L S P O R T S I S S U E

Strange Days, Indeed
This is this newsletter’s 37th annual Sports Issue, and I can say
with a great deal of certainty that never in those 37 years could
any of us envision a year like this.
In the light of everything going on in the world, it almost seems
petty to dwell on sports, or local sports, or our connection thereto.
But for most small market stations, sports is a vital part of our
relationship with our communities, and vital part of our revenues.
For 36 years, our Sports Issue was a combination of industry data you could use to sell sports; tips for
doing a better job of presenting sports; and lots of ideas from our readers on how to market, package
and promote your sports programming. This year, it’s highly questionable that we’ll have any sports
at all.
In recent weeks, the combination of declining case and death rates with public restiveness—not to
mention the desperation of the business community—has led to “reopening the country” to various
degrees. But what we found was what we feared—that case and death rates soared to higher levels
than ever. That has prompted a prompt reopening rollback, where even the strongest advocates of
“getting back out there” have developed a healthy respect for, and fear of, our relentless enemy.
So this year, in anticipation of this issue, we reached out to you for feedback, saying,
This week’s SMRN is scheduled to be our Annual Sports Issue, but in order for that to be
meaningful this year, I need your help.
Please send me any and all sports ideas you have cooked up to cope with the pandemic—and
how your community is going to handle high school sports this year. Include as much detail
as you can.
Also, please share any non‐sports ideas you have come up with to offset your sports losses.
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I know how important sports is to most small market stations’ bottom lines—it certainly was
at my stations—and with your help, this year’s Sports Issue will be the most helpful and
meaningful ever.
I really appreciate your help!
As we put this issue to bed, things are changing daily, and we’re seeing a wave of “re‐closings.” Bear
that in mind as you read these reader contributions:

We are still waiting for word on football, in particular, in Texas. Some schools started workouts but
have now closed due to Covid among their players.
We rolled out an Advertiser Stimulus Program for each of our eight stations in early May and a
Grand Reopening—Impact Plan last week. It’s priced just above political and requires a three month
commitment.
—David MacMullen, East Texas Broadcasting Inc.
The first thing we did was turn to City League Softball this summer. It’s an “older” guys league that
returned to play under the state’s rules. There were a dozen teams, and since each team had a
sponsor, we contacted those businesses to sponsor games. Since most were not as hard hit by the
pandemic, we were successful in generating sports revenue.
Second, we are, as of today, planning on Fall sports to resume. However, if it does not, we are
planning to put together a “Sports Night” show. It will be a simulcast on social media, our website
and radio. Our local sports team would host the show. If there is no local sports to talk about, we plan
on booking local guys who had successful athletic careers in high school and after. We will Zoom the
video end on social media and on our website.
Included in this type of show will
be some Local Sports Trivia, with
prizes to be awarded.
Third, our Shop Local campaign
is set to kick off. We sell packages
that include half‐off bargains on
our website. This has been done
elsewhere successfully and has
been a big lift in a market that is
as small as ours.
—John Salter, Salter
Communications
THE SMALL MARKET RADIO NEWSLETTER
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The University Interscholastic League—the rule‐making body for Texas high school sports—has
made a rule change that might be a potential source of revenue for Texas radio stations. They have
dropped the requirement that no high school football can be broadcast live on video if the game is
played on Friday nights. This rule was in effect to encourage attendance at games. The Pandemic has
changed that.
Any station that is broadcasting the games on radio should, in my opinion, began simulcasting them
on video. How they do that is up to them, but if they don’t, someone will, and radio revenue will
suffer. Even if they’re not in Texas, this is a good idea, and other video broadcasts of coaches, band
performance, etc., can be revenue producers. Just find the business people in your community who
have kids in sports.
—Hal Widsten, retired broadcaster
Just yesterday the Virginia High School League put guidance on hold for four weeks while Virginia
is in Phase 3 of opening up: social distancing and masks are in place. No word on when contact can
take place for Fall sports. So we wonder how to proceed for high school football and basketball play
by play coverage.
We are keeping prices the same. Many of our sponsors have been with us for many of our 55 years of
award winning coverage. We have a general sense that they will continue to support us and the
Altavista Colonels.
It’s hard to explain to people what’s going on when no one can be sure. We have not really pushed it
because there might not be the regular 10 games.
We have managed a couple of promotions, along with Mothers Day and Fathers Day, to shore up
billing during the summer.
—Dave Hoehne, KD Country 105.5/
The Groove 102.1/WGVY‐1000
I have not been involved in selling sports during the virus
problem. If I were, I’d say that every market will have its own
sports problem. Back when we were selling Big Red in Nebraska,
we combined exposure on Big Red with an overall annual budget.
A client’s total budget dictated how much of Big Red sports the
client received. This combination didn’t depend on a limited
availability of ads within the sports broadcasts. Advertisers really
liked this use of radio advertising that included sports. This might
be a good method, especially when sports broadcasts are
unknowable or may be limited.
—Norton Warner
THE SMALL MARKET RADIO NEWSLETTER
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Our university, UM Western, here in Dillon, MT, has already scheduled their football and volleyball
seasons. The high schools are waiting to hear from the high school association. So we wait, too.
—Jo Ann Juliano, KDBM‐KBEV
Our area has been out of quarantine for over a month, and schools are back to practicing for Fall
sports. So we are proceeding with our usual Fall sports plans, knowing that we might have to be
flexible should things change. We added video to our high school coverages last year, and really
believe that radio and KWONTV.com will be very popular for those who may have compromised
health and do not want to attend the local games in person. So we see it as a good sales pitch tool—
increased listeners and viewers.
Our usual Fall sports includes:
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Covering 4 local high school teams on Friday night Live on air, on our app, on Alexa, and on
KWONTV.com
Weekly Coaches Corner interviews with 12 area football coaches
Live Bruin Coaches show from BBQ restaurant on Wednesday night, featuring a senior player on
air & KWONTV.com
Live Tailgate prior to local home football game, with proceeds to Quarterback Club serving
hotdogs and hamburgers on the grill, and we furnish all the ingredients (traded) so they get all
the funds
Fall Coaches Breakfast the week before the season starts, live from restaurant, interviewing 12
area football coaches (will do another one the week before basketball season with area basketball
coaches, male & female)
Bruin Buzz—weekly 15
minute interview with high
school athletic director (year
round feature highlighting all
sports)
Three college football games
on Saturday—OU, OSU, TU
Dallas Cowboys on Sunday

This has been successful for us in
the past, and we believe should
teams play….it will be even more
valuable this year. If games get
cancelled, then we will be flexible
to whatever it looks like.
Sports are HUGE to our revenue
sources, but long term
sponsorships—of news; weather;
THE SMALL MARKET RADIO NEWSLETTER
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sportscasts; texting; severe weather coverage; specialty programs like churches; Saturday morning
shows like Tech Talk, Consumer Calls, Garden Show—all are our base for revenue. And we have
continued to keep these as a priority to sell, so we don’t have to sweat what we can’t control through
sports or special events and promotions.
—Dorea Potter, KWON‐KYFM, Bartlesville, OK
Our biggest thing was our additional coverage for our high school prom and graduation. We held a
“virtual prom” on air where we played the two waltz songs that our seniors dance to waltz to with
their parent. We followed that with dance music. We had the teachers that were the heads of the
prom to be on the air with our morning guy. We opened up the phone lines for parents and/or
students to call in.
We actually had four different programs relating to graduation. We did the “Senior Drive,” where the
seniors drove from their elementary schools, to their middle school and then to the high school and
we asked the seniors to call in and share their memories from their school days or maybe to give a
shout out to their favorite teacher. Again we had teachers on the air with our morning guy.
On a Saturday morning before graduation, they had a drive through graduation where the seniors
and their parents went to our high school and lined up in order. The seniors got out of their vehicles
and walked across a stage and received their diploma cover like a normal graduation. Each graduate
was videoed walking across the stage. Then all the seniors participated in the “Senior Parade” to our
downtown where the streets were lined with well‐wishers and businesses decorated their windows.
During the “Senior Parade,” we were on the air playing music while taking calls from well wishers
that gave shout outs to the seniors as they were listening in their cars.
We then aired the “Senior Sunset” show. Every normal year, our seniors get together somewhere to
watch the sun set on their senior year, which is the night before their graduation. This year, it was
done as an on‐air show, with music and phone lines open for the seniors to call in and share
memories.
The last one was the Pre‐Show which was before the “Virtual Graduation.” The Pre‐Show was the
graduation organizers on the air with our morning guy, telling everyone about how the Virtual
Graduation was going to be.
Our local tv station took the
video of the seniors crossing the
stage on that Saturday morning
and put it all together. They had
the Superintendent of Schools
speech, the Valedictorian
speech—all the normal parts of
a graduation ceremony—and
then they played the video of all
the seniors crossing the stage.
mailto:revenuebuilder1@hotmail.com
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We carried the audio of the entire video; we air the graduation ceremonies each year anyway.
It was no small feat to get all that put together, because we have one of the largest high schools in
Kentucky. Henderson County High School had over 600 graduating seniors!
We sold sponsors for all of the shows plus 15 second liners that played throughout that week where
advertisers wished “Good Luck” to all the seniors. We were very pleased with how we were able to
help give the Seniors the recognition they deserved! It was so well received that the high school
wants to continue some of the components of our coverage every year from now on!
We also have re‐played some of the best games that our high school participated in. We re‐played
football games, basketball games and baseball games which we sold sponsors to. Our sports guy also
did special programming highlighting all the seniors that would have been playing in their sport. It
took several shows and we sold sponsors to those as well.
WSON is a small station, personnel wise, but we sure provided some great programming—as we
always do!
—Darlene Hawkins, WSON AM‐FM
Here is a run‐down from some of our markets:
Las Cruces. We did a number of things around high school athletics:
•

We partnered with a doctor’s office for free Athletic Physicals.

•

Snacks bags sponsors for athletes.

•

Sports Podcast to return in the Fall.

•

Hand Sanitizer give away at practices.

•

We will be broadcasting High School Football this Fall

Tallahassee. We have reached out to high schools. We are hoping
to form a partnership between Pepsi and the school board and we
will broadcast live at the top football games on Friday nights. We
hope to have sampling opportunities as well.
Bowden’s Best (see next page) was reruns we aired when Bobby
Bowden was the head football coach for FSU. These were the best
games, which we aired when there was no other sports available in
the market.
—Ron Stone, Adams Radio Group
THE SMALL MARKET RADIO NEWSLETTER
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We will be airing “Classic Games of the Week” in case we don’t have any live high school sports. Our
High School Spotlight, now airing three times
a week, might expand to five nights a week.
Right now we are trying to offset our not
having any fairs in July. That is about
wrapped up.
I thought you might like to see our Digital &
Social Media presentation we just put
together. I am trying to think of more ways to
monetize that.
—John Hoscheidt, WRMJ, Aledo, IL
We launched a full‐blown sports website and
fully staffed it in August of 2017, called
YourSportsEdge.com. While our print
competitors furloughed their sports
department, our team worked more than ever
to provide our users with much‐desired sports
coverage!
While sporting events came to a halt in mid‐
March, sports coverage at
YourSportsEdge.Com did not, as we
continued to work to provide our users some
much needed diversionary content during the
pandemic. We discovered several ways to
provide our users with a great way to stay
connected to the sports and the schools they
love:
•
•
•
•

All‐time teams from each sport at each
school in our coverage area
This date in local sports history
Top teams over the last ten years
Historical stories related to each program

Additionally, video interviews with coaches
and players about how they were passing
were solid website posts for us. We even did
“coaching” moments from all of the area
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coaches, to encourage our area athletes to stay fit and stay focused.
Some of the historical content we were able to bring to our users included little known histories about
the gymnasiums in our area, the story of five African American high schools that had the chance to
compete with the rest of the schools in our area over a ten year span, great historical performances,
and many others.
We also did stories on the academic recognition received by the student athletes in the area, stories
that in busier times we might not have had the time or the opportunity to do.
As things began to open up slowly on the local sports scene, we picked up our coverage of summer
travel baseball and softball, as well as the three youth golf tours in the state of Kentucky.
While some of this coverage was more work intensive than just going out and covering when it is so
desperately needed to give us all something positive to keep marching forward.
We broadened our daily radio sports coverage to include birthdays of famous University of Kentucky
athletes and coaches; did a this day in history, etc.
Currently, we are doing an online sports contest that is called Fan Faves. It’s a chance for our users to
select their favorite athlete in each high school sport. This is the third year for it and we did not let
COVID‐19 take this away from our kids. You can vote now at YourSportsEdge.com.
—Beth Mann, Cadiz, KY
In Vandalia, IL we started I70Sports.com last year. It has been very helpful, and advertisers stayed
with it through COVID‐19. Because of I70Sports.com, Vandalia did not decline in 2020 Q2 compared
to 2019. Because this is a smaller community, we will broadcast just about any local contest, including
high school wrestling. For the 2020 football season, our Illinois and Kentucky stations are adding
coverage for a few schools we have not covered before. These are smaller schools, but there is big

www.randylawson.com
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interest, especially since there may not be fans in the stands.
We stream all sports contests on the Internet except Major League Baseball and NFL football. Besides
those two, we will not carry a team/sport unless it can be streamed.
—Bud Walters, Cromwell Broadcasting
We sell spots during live broadcasts of high school sports, but these spots don’t air in just the high
school game broadcasts. The participating clients also receive a spot package that airs throughout the
year. So far, they all have remained with us as high school football is yet up in the air in our
community. The exception is if the area high school team makes it to the state tourney or the finals,
then that is a separate spot schedule.
—Rick Sellers, KMRY, Cedar Rapids, IA
We are still in a state of flux. Normally we cover a high school team’s football and basketball season,
but we still haven’t gotten the final word on how they are handling this year’s programs. We also
have programs that follow the Hawkeyes, but that is up in the air as well.
—Michael O’Connor, KMRY, Cedar Rapids, IA
Mine is real simple here at KNUJ AM & FM in New Ulm and Sleepy Eye, MN. We have the National
Anthem sponsored for each game we do. If we can pick up the local band (if there is one), we will
play it live from the site of the event. If not, we have a nice version of the National Anthem ready to
play at the station.
The plan comes with a billboard that it is “Proudly sponsored by [the sponsor].” The sponsor also
gets a :30 ad after the anthem. One business has sponsored this for over a dozen years!
Simple, patriotic, and it sells!
—Jim Bartels, KNUJ AM‐FM, New Ulm, MN
We lost our local high school post‐season baseball and softball post‐season dollars. But we replaced
those dollars, and then some, by broadcasting seven local high school graduate recognition
ceremonies.
Now we are dealing with the possibility of no Fall high school sports.
We also carry NFL (Redskins) and College Football and Basketball (Virginia and Virginia Tech). And
we are hearing those sports may have delayed and shorten seasons. I’m waiting before signing those
contracts.
NASCAR continues and our sponsors have all stayed with us.
—Rich Morgan, Real Media, Tappahannock VA
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A N N U A L S P O R T S I S S U E

Right‐Brain Benefits
In the midst of the pandemic, we’re looking under every rock to
find new advertisers to make up for those who have cut back on or
eliminated entirely their ad budgets. Here are some points to keep
in mind to trigger emotional responses that can cement a sale.
Advertisers who buy sports‐oriented features and programs enjoy
benefits beyond the norm:
C
C
C
C
C

A prestigious association with a community
institution
The appreciation of the fans, which translates
into customer loyalty and goodwill
A favorable climate for the advertiser’s
message
Excellent frequency—the message is heard by
the fans over and over again
Abnormally high ad recall (proved by research)

The radio sports audience includes higher‐than‐
average household incomes, education levels and
career achievement—about 50% higher than
listeners to other forms of radio programming.
High school sports, as an advertising vehicle, associates the sports advertiser with a community
institution—school loyalties and local names. In a small market, almost everyone has a personal
connection to the local team.
—Robert Shulberg, Radio Advertising: The Authoritative Handbook
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A N N U A L S P O R T S I S S U E

Left‐Brain Leaders
We all know that the ultimate decision to buy is emotional. . .but
for many analytical advertisers, facts and figures are important.
These data on the radio sports listener come from MRI‐Simmons:

Demographic Profile
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

63% male and 37% female
Over 68% of males are 25‐54
33% are college graduates or better (only 27% of TV sports viewers are)
68% are employed full‐time; 73% are employed either full‐time or part‐time
38% have household incomes of $50,000+ (only 33% of TV viewers do)
52% have household incomes of $40,000+ (only 46% of TV viewers do)
More likely to be in a professional, technical, manager, or sales position
More likely to own their own home
More likely to be married, and more likely to have no children, than the national average

Consumer Behavior
The radio sports listener is more likely than the national average to have:
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Bought a new car in the past 12 months (Index = 161)
Bought a new domestic (137) or imported (229) car in the past 12 months
Bought a major kitchen appliance in the past 12 months (124)
Bought household furniture in the past 12 months (133)
Bought sporting goods in the past 12 months (154)
Shopped at a department, discount, clothing or children’s store in past 12 months (111)
Opened a checking or savings account in the past 12 months (152)
Visited a fast‐food restaurant in the past month (110)
Visited a family restaurant in the past month (120)
Spent $50 or more on groceries in the household per week (108)
Used cents‐off coupons in the household (118)
Drunk diet soft drinks (cola and non‐cola) (102)
Drunk wine (123)
Drunk beer (123)
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A N N U A L S P O R T S I S S U E

The Good Old Days
To top off our Sports Issue, we present some reader ideas from the
pre‐pandemic days, in the hope that they may contain a nugget or
two that you can turn into an idea that you can run with in the
midst of all the uncertainties we face today.

WE DON’T HAVE MUCH TROUBLE SELLING OUR SPORTS
EVENTS. We are in a small town in Montana, and everybody
is interested in the local high school and college sports. We
broadcast all high school football games, girls and boys basketball
games, volleyball matches, wrestling, and summer baseball. We also broadcast all the college football
games, and girls and boys basketball.
We have two broadcast teams that travel to all the games. We run special promotions for all the
games. We usually have 32 to 35 sports sponsors on an annual contract. We have a special show on
Thursday mornings call More Than The Score. We interview people from all the school departments
and play some of the sports sponsors ads on a rotating basis. The sports sponsors also get ROS ads
during the week, included in their contract.
We also broadcast all of the Class C football and basketball games that fit into our schedule. Those
games are on a separate contract.
You can hear our games over our web site, www.kdbm‐kbev.com. There is a “Game Audio” button
on the front page that allows the listener to hear the games. We can stream two games at a time. The
games are stored on the site for a couple of weeks. We get emails from all over the nation, plus some
foreign countries, telling us they heard the games. —Jo Ann Juliano

SOMETHING THAT HELPS MAKE RADIO SPORTS SPONSORSHIP MORE TANGIBLE for the sponsors
is to have them record the
promos instead of the
announcer. Short, simple liners
like, “I’m Jim Smith, owner of
Smith’s Pharmacy in Sturgeon
Bay inviting you to listen to
Sturgeon Bay High School Boys
basketball this Friday at 7:30 p.m.
on 96.7FM WBDK, proudly
sponsored by Smith’s Drugs.”
We have packaged high school
sports with two goals in mind:
getting the client results (four :30
second ads in each game) and
getting the client response (10
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mentions recorded by the client and scheduled on each of four stations) for a total investment per
game of $100.00. —Roger Utnehmer

WE DID 674 HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL GAMES LAST SEASON. Then there was high school
baseball, soccer, football, college teams, pro teams, motor racing, and even little league baseball.
Two high school teams and one “County Schedule” are sold to a sports guy who pays us a flat fee
(profitable) for each game broadcast. One college basketball schedule is also sold to the school that
pays a flat (profitable) rate. All we do is offer the air time and assign a board operator. One check
comes each month, without asking, for the high school broadcasts and one check for the whole season
from the college. No billing, no affidavits, no traffic—no work, really.
We do a schedule of a girls team, and the boosters bring a check for the whole season prior to the
start of the season. Little league baseball games are scheduled weekends prior to or just after St. Louis
Cardinals broadcasts on one of our Cardinals stations. The leagues are given a list of dates and times
available and are required to deliver a certain number of sponsors or viable leads and we sign and
bill them. Most of our stations follow one or two high schools, but one of our sports stations picks
and chooses from six to eight high schools (all without regular coverage) from a much larger
community in the coverage area. Games are sold separately with a few corporate sponsors that take
them all. That station does two half hour coach’s shows from the eight schools we cover scheduled
each evening Monday‐Thursday during sports season with a Friday night local preview show. Each
show has separate sponsors.
All of the games on air are online, but a few are online only. This year we have begun sponsorship of
a high school audio and video extracurricular club and will do webcasts including audio and video of
some home JV games (with students handling all facets) and then switch to the air feed with regular
announcers for the varsity games. The biggest problem with online video is bandwidth available
(even from the school).
We work hard to get games of interest that aren’t broadcast on a local radio signal, but are broadcast
by another of our stations on more than one of our station web sites. A station might be carrying one
local high school on air and online, but another local school might also be available on the first
station’s web site by putting a link to the other station’s online feed.
It’s a work in progress and we will probably move to a combined
sports stream page for our own games, much like Network1 Sports
(which we use some). Our web people are pretty much non‐sports
fans so it requires direction from management right now.
Most are sold by school or sport, but there are discounts for
multiple commitments. We have begun to steer away from plans
budget billed year round because of coop billing problems—no ads
in July, for example—and the complaints about paying for
“nothing in the summer.”
We meet with athletic directors and get help with leads for
sponsors. Many of the broadcasts feature contests for listeners
during the broadcasts and some have school centered contests
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throughout the week. A few stations do football tailgates, especially when two of our high school
teams are playing each other.
We do not brand our coverage the same across the group, but do offer a combined “TOC Sports
Ticker” using Twitter; our board operators send a tweet each time a team scores in football, and after
each quarter for basketball, since our stations are really pretty close together.
There are fifteen stations and twenty transmitters in the group. Every one of them does locally
originated sports broadcasts. —Mark Lange

WE CARRY THE GAMES OF OUR TWO COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS. We alternate the games we
broadcast and try to keep the number even between the schools in football, boys and girls
basketball, and in baseball; we do some key season games and post‐season. We seldom tape‐
delay unless both teams are in big tournament action at same time.
We have been a Cincinnati Reds affiliate since 1967 and carry University of Kentucky football and
basketball, so it’s a full schedule. We sell these in a “Sports Club” form with a sponsor taking the
entire season of East, West, U.K. or they can split spots between the high schools. Packages offer a set
equal billing amount over a seven‐month schedule based on from two :30 spots per game, up to six
per game. A total sports package carrying everything including Reds is also offered with a 12‐month
billing.
We also broadcast Kentucky Christian University, with the complete football schedule and selected
mens and womens basketball games through that season, post‐season with again as a sports club
package. We stream all local games on our website and promote schedules on the web, on daily
sportscasts and in printed schedules.
The high school sports club takes sponsors through the district tournament with their team, but then
we carry every game of the regional boys and girls tourney. This we sell separately. The season
packages include naming rights on the broadcast table, pre‐ and post‐game coaches shows, halftime
show, and stat of the game and starting line‐ups.
During post season , we get a little more “crazy” and offer naming rights to the three point line, the
foul line, the officials (to an Optometrist), position arrow and rebound
garbage buckets (to the Sanitation Dept) since there are rights fees to pay for those tourneys!
We always go on 25 minutes
prior to tip‐off with pre‐game to
catch people who may be
coming to the game, and a 20‐
minute post‐game with coaches
for those heading home. We
have a tremendous relationship
with our schools, and while we
pay no rights fees, we help
sponsor their preview tourneys
each year, buy ads in programs
and help with about anything
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they ask in promoting their programs.
We also run the local community Cable TV station and play back video of key games with tapes
supplied by the school. The home college games are broadcast live on iHigh.com using our audio. —
Francis Nash

BASICALLY WE’RE DOING WHAT OTHER STATIONS HAVE DONE to keep the sports revenue coming
year‐round: It’s called the Sports Club, and for a very low price per month, clients are
sponsoring every sports event we offer on both stations throughout the year.
All sponsor spots rotate equally during each sports broadcast. During the months with no sports on
the station, they receive fifteen 30‐second spots per week that air ROS. It’s a great way to keep your
base revenue coming in for the whole year, and your salespeople don’t have to sell the football season
and then turn around and sell basketball. They are free to focus on bringing in regular business in the
door each month.
Our main anchor for the package is to sell clients on the most popular sport—fall football. Right now
is prime time for us to get it done and lock sponsors into an annual contract. Of course, if they want
only individual sports broadcasts or a shorter contract, they will pay a higher rate. —Ed Arnold

OUR SPORTS ANNOUNCERS ADD FUN TO THE BROADCASTS by awarding. . .
•

•
•
•

The Player of the Game, sponsored by a local restaurant that also gives that player a free
meal
The Smooth Play of the Game, sponsored by Smoothie King, that also gives a gift certificate to the
player who made that play
The Rib‐Cracking Play of the Game, sponsored by Stonewall’s Barbecue, with a meal to the
player who made that hard hit
To make sure the defensive line has a chance to win a prize, we give the Trench Warrior of the
Game award to the best defensive player, sponsored by Sonic Drive Inn.

A couple of years ago, we added a trivia question, based on
national, college and local football, to allow our listeners to call in
and guess the answer. The first to get the answer right wins a
station tee shirt, or whatever we have in the prize closet that we
can give that week. Local businesses actually call me and ask if
there is anything they can sponsor; last year First Bank sponsored
the First Play of the Quarter—no prize, just the first ad to run in
each quarter of the game.
We charge a lower price for these sponsorships since most are
getting only one ad per game, and are giving a prize. Those who
get more than one ad per game pay more. We usually have six
full sponsors, as well as the above special sponsors who come
back year after year.
We also give our sponsors the opportunity to buy ads on stadium
seats (non‐traditional revenue), with each sponsor getting 25
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seats, and donating the rest to the Football Boosters to sell at the games.

HERE ARE SOME RANDOM NOTES ABOUT OUR SPORTS; most come from our Princeton station,
where we do the heaviest load of sports sponsors.
•
•
•
•

We do a Friday night block of sports programming leading up to our game, featuring stuff like
the SEC Report.
We have a half‐hour Coaches Pre‐Game Show, which is sold separately from the games.
We are doing a home‐game‐only tailgate party from 5:15‐6:00 p.m. at the new ice cream parlor
across the street from the studios.
We do a Saturday morning program at the local McDonald’s with myself and the head coach.

We have a lot of the in‐game stuff sold:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kickoffs
Conversions
Timeouts
Billboard countdown to kickoff sponsor
Halftime report
Post‐game report
Players of the game
Area schedule
Coin toss
Tonight’s officials

Some of those football‐only in‐game items change when we go to basketball, like:
•
•
•

Coaches’ post‐game comments
Three‐point shot
Tipoff and beginning of quarters

Ninety‐five percent of our sports contracts are at least ten months and go through baseball and
softball. Playoff games are billed extra per game.
We also carry post‐season soccer, but that is sold separately from other sports contracts.
—Tom Rogers

AT OUR STATION WE CARRY OUR LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL, plus some area schools when possible—
especially during tournaments. We also have a local four‐year college that we carry.
We carry the traditional football, boys and girls basketball, boys and girls hockey; we also carry
volleyball, baseball, softball, and some wrestling matches and tournaments.
We sell packages. Because the bulk of the local broadcasts are September‐March, we add the area
professional teams as part of the package and bill the sponsors so much per month, 12 months a year,
although we do allow some sponsors to be on the package September‐March. (If we just billed
September‐March, it would be a prohibitive cost per month.)
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We also carry the neighboring NFL team, but their price per season keeps getting higher; we debated
whether to sign a new two‐year contract. We eventually did, after some negotiation with the team.
We have been fortunate to go out and sell three exclusive sponsors to cover the rights fees, and then
add our sports packages as fill for the rest of the local avails.
For the first time we are in the process of negotiating with the local college; they might pay us a
certain amount of money to carry the games we do in football, basketball, and hockey, primarily
because of the high price of gas and transportation.
Because of $4‐a‐gallon gas, the question will be, Do we carry as many athletic events this school year
as we have in the past? We average at least 150‐200 local sporting events September‐March.
How much can we raise our current sports package? We decided on .028%, which is very, very
minimal, but you have to know the market and economy and so on.
How many more sports packages can we sell? This is a twofold question:
1.

2.

How many more new sponsors can we get (as we have most of our clients, both businesses and
non traditional advertisers tied up)? Is there any more room to get above and beyond what they
are spending now and not just trading dollars?
We are close to the limit of amount of advertisers we want, as it’s getting harder to make sure
they get on each game we carry.

We are probably best known for our sports broadcasting and the job we do on our website for sports.
I personally would never (I guess, you should never say “never”) take a feed for our local high school
games. If we can’t afford to send somebody, then we shouldn’t do it. (Last year we did send quite a
few feeds to other stations.)

WE HAVE THREE STATIONS AND BROADCAST THREE FOOTBALL GAMES EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT. Our
Football Weekend starts Thursday night with a two‐hour show with five area high school
coaches at a restaurant (which also feeds them).
Friday starts at 4 p.m. with a Tailgate Show at a local fast food place; it is simulcast on all our stations
and includes cheerleaders and sports pundits. At 5:30 we do Football Friday Night, which previews
the games with player/coach interviews. Then we do a short pre‐game show from the stadiums at
7:15 for a 7:30 kickoff.
We sell multiple sponsors for all of the above, the games and a scoreboard show from the end of the
game until 11 p.m. Friday.
We produce and sell a two‐minute Scoreboard Wrap‐Up; it airs six times on Saturday and four times
on Sunday. We also produce a daily three‐minute Coaches Corner, which airs Tuesday through
Friday during the school year, to allow for coverage of all sports at the schools. One of our stations
carries the Georgia Bulldogs, including their Tailgate and post‐game on Saturdays, and the Atlanta
Falcons on Sundays.
We get good sponsorship support, and we give back by making cash contributions to the schools’
booster clubs. —Zack Fowler
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S M A L L M A R K E T S T O R I E S

Report from the Rockies
By Gary Buchanan
Allow me to set the stage a little. We are in Salida, Colorado, a
small mountain community with about 20,000 in the county. It
seems like in the last twelve months we have had the one‐two
punch. Last fall we had a major forest fire that disrupted a lot of
the tourist traffic (which the area heavily relies on). Then, like the
rest of the world, we’ve had to deal with the Covid‐19 pandemic.
We are constantly reinventing ourselves to survive.
Prior to the fire we launched a new station/group website, www.heartoftherockiesradio.com. When
the fire hit, our readership skyrocketed—in the second month in we had over 90,000 views.
At that point it became easy to sell. I bundled together on‐air news sponsorships on the four stations
with ads on the website. I am a believer that we are a radio broadcasting company first and will
always lead with radio air time.
So timing for us was everything. We just got lucky!
When the pandemic hit I sent everyone home to work. The announcers did their shows from home.
Sellers operated from home. And we had a couple of weekly telephone conference calls. Radio relies
on energy inside of the building so we did our best to do what we could and do it safely.
On air, online and on our six Facebook pages we got together as a team and dominated the news and
information for Chaffee County. With contacts already in place and those we have created since all of
this began we were able to deliver up‐to‐the‐minute news and information.
We treat all of the stations as profit centers. Each has a price and each has separate inventory to sell. It
is not a sliding scale, meaning “Buy one at this price and the more you buy the cheaper it gets.” Each
seller has a playbook of all of the inventory, again broken down by station. When everything hit in
2020 we did not cut rates; we created value. Examples:
•

If a client stuck with us and they had an active Facebook page, our sellers were charged with
finding their clients and sharing their posts on our six FB pages.

•

We added a Business Directory Guide to our website, and depending on the on‐air package the
client bought, we added a link to their business in our Guide.

These stations have been very, very active in the community. Because we are a tourist area, we are
out in the community year round. Well, when C‐19 hit that came to a grinding halt. So again, in a way
to reinvent ourselves, drive revenue, and help support local businesses, we created an on‐location
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Weekend Shoppers Guide. Starting Saturday July 4th, our announcers will be out doing three live
commercials at business locations. We limit it to ten sponsors at a cost of $250.00—an easy way to
drive revenue and stay in front of customers and listeners. The bonus to the announcers is the talent
fee that comes along with each stop.
The group has been known to lead the way with sports. We have a full time sports director and four‐
plus part timers that help. We cover three schools in our service area and if time permits we will air a
game of a couple of nearby high schools. We also carry the Denver Broncos and Colorado Buffs out of
Boulder.
High school sports is big to us. We air over 150 sporting events per year. Everything is sponsored; we
don’t miss a beat. We interview all of the student athletes, not just the top tier players. Everyone gets
their time in the spotlight. Each year we give away four $500 scholarships, plus we air two one‐hour
high school sports talk shows during the week.
Recently baseball is back in our area, and we are back on the air with the game of the week, and we
also utilize Facebook live with some games as well.
To wrap up sports: We talked to clients and gave each an overview of what we have done in the 2019‐
2020 season. Because of all that we do year‐round—we always under‐promise and over‐deliver—we
did not lose one sponsor. As of today, we are marching forward assuming that games will be played
and we will be there. So far we have had a 100% renewal rate.
Then there is always the Radio Auction! As much as I am not a big fan of these, it has been a great
help to us. Our listeners and advertisers love them. We have worked that profit center hard and it has
paid off—cash money in the door each month, and happy people in the community.
To clear out some leftover products we did a Parking Lot Sale last Friday. We served hot dogs, pop at
no charge and brought in an additional $2100 for the month.
Now for some final comments:
Unlike some companies, Three Eagles Communications has never been one to try to save our way to
prosperity. When C‐19 hit we added another full time seller. We also amped up sales training using
the RAB training programs—RMP, CRMC, and CRSM.
Each week sellers are required to work with programming on two spec ads for new clients. Cash
rewards are paid to the seller and announcer for new sales.
From 2014 to 2019 our group has won 39 awards for Broadcast Excellence from the Colorado
Broadcasters Association. We were named Small Market Broadcaster of the Year for 2019. In 2015 we
were named Salida’s Business of the Year and a member of our staff was named Man of the Year for
2019.
We work hard to deliver the best regardless of what comes our way—and it has paid off!
Gary Buchanan is the president and COO of Three Eagles Communications.
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